
Dog Academy: Beginner

What?

This class is designed to help dogs on their way to becoming good canine citizens. This course

also aims to teach dog handlers how to help their dog live a life filled with fun and adventure.

Throughout the 8 week course, you and your dog will learn the beginner skills needed for a

happy life together, including:

● Loose-lead walking;

● Recall away from distractions;

● Control at doors, gates, and in the boot;

● Settling around distractions;

● Sit and down stays;

● Putting on collars, leads, and harnesses in a calm and controlled manner;

● Fun tricks, such as play dead and the perfect paws up pose;

● Handling and grooming skills, to include basic physical examinations and administering

tablets;

● Enrichment methods for keeping your dog happy throughout the day;

● Essential owner knowledge, including dog law, theft safety, equipment, nutrition and

health and wellbeing.

As with all our classes, you will be welcomed into our online learning group where you will

access training videos, handouts,  and everything you need to pass the assessment in Week 8.

Why?

We believe that dog have better lives when their handlers feel they can trust their dog in a

variety of scenarios. For example, dogs who have an excellent recall get to go off-lead more

frequently and dogs who are a joy to walk on lead are more likely to go on family holidays.

What’s more, we want to empower dog owners to give their canine family members a gold

standard of care throughout their lives.

Who?

You are welcome to book onto this class if you have completed our Puppy Academy:

Foundations course, or if you have a dog over 6 months of age who needs foundation training,

such as rescue dogs of any age. If your dog is reactive to people or dogs, please contact us before

booking to ensure we can accommodate your dog’s needs.

Where and when?

EYE2EYE Dogs, Back Lane, Kingston Seymour, BS21 6UY.

Every Saturday, 11.30am - 12.30pm. Please check our booking page for the next available start

dates.

https://www.kitscanineacademy.com/contact-us


Assessment:

Assessments are undertaken with the aim that they help dogs and owners live a fulfilled,

enriched life together where time spent out of the house is a pleasure, rather than a chore. The

assessments will always have a fun theme, such as ‘Movie Night’ or ‘Weekend in Paris’.

You can find out what the assessment will include and the pass criteria below.

Exercise Criteria

Handler Questions The handler will be asked 5 different questions covering a range of

topics such as breed tendencies, dog law, nutrition, and health and

wellbeing.

Equipment Check The handler will be asked to demonstrate that their dog is wearing

appropriate equipment, to include a well-fitting flat collar with a

legally compliant ID tag and an appropriate lead, poo cleaning

equipment, and suitable reinforcers (e.g. treats and/or toys) which

are easily accessible.

Loose Lead Walking There are two parts to this exercise and both must be completed to

pass.

a. Handler and dog walk alone on a loose-lead for 30 paces,

demonstrating direction changes and a good control of the

dog without duress or force.

b. Handler and dog walk on a loose-lead for 20 paces with other

dogs, people, and objects as a distraction whilst

demonstrating good control of the dog without duress or

force.

These should all be done with a harness/flat collar and lead. The use

of prong collars, choke collars, slip leads, or head-leads are not

permitted during the assessment.

Control at a Barrier The handler should demonstrate that their dog is able to sit and wait,

then wait whilst the handler opens a door/gate or another barrier

and passes over the threshold. The handler should then be able to

call their dog to them and the dog should again be able to sit and

wait whilst the door/gate/barrier is closed before moving away with

their handler.

Settle The handler should show that their dog is able to settle calmly on an

appropriate and comfortable bed or mat in two different scenarios:

a. Handler and dog alone for one minute.

b. Handler and dog amongst other people and dogs with mild

distractions.

In both circumstances, the dog should appear relaxed and under

control without any duress or force.



Sit/Down Stay The handler should demonstrate that their dog is able to remain in a

sit or down position for one minute with their lead dropped, whilst

the handler is a minimum of 5 paces away, but remains in sight.

Recall The handler should demonstrate that they are able to move a

minimum of 10 paces away from their dog and then recall them

without using a lead, force, or duress. The dog should demonstrate

enthusiasm to return to their handler.

Trick of Choice The handler should demonstrate one fun trick (such as play dead or

paws up) with their dog.

Enrichment The handler will be given a novel object and they will have 5 minutes

to create an enrichment experience for their dog.

Play The handler should demonstrate cooperative play with their dog for

a minimum of one minute, in which the dog is engaged and enjoying

play with their handler.

General Demeanour Throughout the assessment, the dog should seem happy to work with

their handler and in good health. The handler and dog should

demonstrate a happy and comfortable relationship, with mutual

trust and enjoyment. Some nervousness around novel dogs and

humans does not mean the assessment will be failed, but excessive

discomfort or behavioural concerns on the part of the dog may cause

failure.

The use of pain, fear or intimidation by the handler towards the dog

will result in immediate failure of the assessment. If the dog appears

to not have their welfare needs met (e.g. in poor health or condition),

this will also result in immediate failure of the assessment.

The cost of the assessment is included within the course, but is completely voluntary and doesn’t

have to be done. However, the assessment is designed to be both fun and achievable. Those who

do take and pass the assessment will get a certificate and rosette and will be welcome to join our

next Dog Academy: Developing course, where they will be able to learn more advanced skills.

Anyone who does not pass the assessment first time is welcome to re-sit any time they feel ready

for an additional fee of £20.

If you have any questions about the course, or your dog’s suitability, please don’t hesitate to get

in touch with us.

We hope to see you and your dog in class soon.

https://www.kitscanineacademy.com/contact-us
https://www.kitscanineacademy.com/contact-us

